
The best hyphen for
driving schools between

the new ETG (general theoretical 
test) and the practice

Barracuda type 2
Light Vehicle simulator
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Clearly named in the REMC, the simulation is recognised in the 
Competence 1 for the acquisitions of automatisms, and in the 
Competence 4 to act on the behaviour.
As part of the fight again driving risks, world plague, the UN and WHO 
have indicated through the set resolution on the road traffic (R.E.1) 
of 2010 in the section 2.1.1.2 page 34 - «General principles of the 
professional training», that: «Requirements of this recommendation 
must be judged as a minimum and the governments should 
complete them as far as possible by some measures considering 
actual education training methods, for example training modules by 
computer and using of driving simulators.»
Thus, this is not necessary today, to prove that the driving simulator is 
a recognised tool which can improve an organised driving training.
 

Recognised in the new REMC and advocated by the UN and the WHO, 
the simulation is more than ever a current process to accelerate 
learnings

Personalize the 
progression by 

setting the training 
process from your 
SuprAdministrator 

pack

Teach the 
principles and 

favour the handling 
controls automation 

on the simulator

Develop the collective 
classes on simulator 
to increase the skills 

of your trainees 
and heighten your 

profitability

Strengthen 
your educational 

ways by controlling 
your costs

Save your time 
and work 
differently

to  favour the 
fulfilment of your 

trainees
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Driving station details
• The BT2 driving station copies real vehicle characteristics:
• Steering wheel (diameter 37cm) with electric force feedback.
•  Dashboard and VALEO cluster switch (indicator, main beam 

headlights, windscreen wipers, klaxon…).
•  Ignition key.
•  Accelerator, brake, and clutch pedals + footrest.
•  Gearbox (5 gears) + reverse (automatic gearbox included in the 

software).
•  Handbrake.
•  3 points seat belt with detection.
•  Height and depth adjustable seat.
•  Instructor station takes place behind with mouse and keyboard.
•  Trainee station takes place front with «trackball» mouse under the 

handbrake.

Dimensions:
• Height (ground to hoop) = 123 cm
• Length (from back of seat to front of simulator) = 205 cm
• Width (screens fold up) = 79 cm
• Width (screens unfold) = 123 cm Weight = 90 kg.

• Driving visual environment includes the front, lateral, and 
rear views (rear-view mirrors). The pictures are shown on 
three 24” LCD screens, allowing a driver field of view of 120 
degrees and from 120 to 180 degrees in the software (180° 
in stop position and under 15 km/h driving):

• Horizontal field from 120° to 180° (60° to 90° on left, 60° to 
90° on right) - so wholeness of windscreen and essential left 
and right windows.

• Vertical field of 45°.
• Immediate interactivity according to the driver actions and 

the vehicle behaviour.
 
The rear view is supplied in the software by the virtual built-
in rear-view mirrors (central, right and left), showing what’s 
happening behind the vehicle like in real situation. This visual 
system contributes to strongly prevent the sickness travel 
impact.

The sound environment mades up of the sound coming from 
the screen and integrated speakers of the simulator (+ supplied 
trainee headset intended to autonomous training) reproduces 
the vehicle sound atmosphere: engine, starter, rolling noise, 
pneumatic noise, handbrake, indicators, engine speed…, as 
well as the other driving traffic components.



Learn, automate, analyse, understand immediately the 
driving situations whatever is your environment. Whether 
it is to train yourself individually to use or to manage the 
mechanical controls or to lead a collective educational 
meeting, the simulator main strength is to reveal your 
skills. 

A new asset 
developped for the 
driving schools

Optimize your results by 
offering other teaching 
perspectives to your trainees
Manage your apprenticeship environment 
The simulator gives you the possibility to change the situation 
status, places, and types immediately without use a drop of fuel to 
go on site with your trainees. Expensive in the real life, to feign the 
accidents with the simulator becomes possible and allows to make 
understand the vehicle limits and the forces involved. It belongs to 
the trainer to choose how to use the simulator in his educational 
process to optimize the learners understanding.

Further the participation and the debate
As part of the REMC, the colleague’s interaction and the work on 
behaviour are make easier with the simulator. In fact, a trainees 
group around the machine will follow carefully a participatory 
training on concrete accidents cases which we would have been 
able to avoid. The simulator becomes a place to exchange about 
point of view and experience offering new things to consider on 
automobile driving to the present trainees. The trainer becomes 
presenter and uses the simulator power to bring his public to a 
specific situation, in order to allow exchange.
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Develop your profitability without any 
educational concession
The simulator is an additional tool made for the meeting room and the 
car, it proposes new capacities and thus integrates itself in the centre 
overview as a new sequence bringing its benefit to the training.

Usable in two different ways:
- individually in autonomous way,
- in a group with a trainer to lead the sessions,
the simulator optimizes the training hours, by not leaving any hollow 
in the schedules.

The simulation and ETG 2016
The new highway code exam places the trainee at the heart 
of its training insisting on the behavioural aspect in driving 
situations which he is going to live during the learning.
The alternating comes back between the theory and the 
practice is highlighted to success in doing of the new ETG.

The driving simulator and software which make it up are 
certainly the best response to work all the themes in practical 
theory.

STARS AE Software
Meeting the competence 1 requirements of the REMC, it 
allows you to broach the C, M, P and L themes of the new 
exam.

ROAD STAR Software
This software will allow you to work on the C, U, S, L and R 
themes. 

GREEN CAR Software
Meet the E theme requirements by making your trainee behave 
as a participant rather than a spectator on the economic driving 
fundamental principles.
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Vehicle control software
The start evaluation in simulation with the 
Stars AE software
Designed to assist the trainees to control the vehicle, the Stars 
AE simulation software allows them to drive in complete safety. 
Outside any traffic, they can repeat and learn faster without any 
stress..

Thanks to the driving immersion allowed by 3 screens, the 
perception in the driver visual field is restored efficiently, so 
increasing its driving experience.

Your trainees are immediately set to work from the first minute 
where they settle down to the driving station controls, until the 
last minute.

Your trainees are supervised by software created by highway 
education professionals to favour their autonomy and their 
self-confidence.

Estimate 
autonomy of 
your future 

trainees

Release your 
human resources 

Delegate the 
long automation 
sessions to the 

simulator

Stars AE comprises 3 parts  
The first part is an exhaustive start evaluation measuring 
accurately the capacities.
The second part with the 4 objectives of the competence 1 allows 
to acquire the “mechanical” autonomy.
The third part is a set of working areas on a track of dozens 
kilometres.
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Each objective is cut in sequences including moving theoretical 
explanations. Those explanations are immediately followed by 
exercises which are led by the simulator.
It adapts itself gradually to assist the trainee until the autonomy.

23 educational sequences cover all the mechanical knowledge 
exercises of the competence 1.
4 assessment modules allow to review the real skills of your trainees 
and their capacities to control the vehicle mechanically.
A simulation program entirely autonomous where only a supervisor 
controls the use.
Assessment and training sequences entirely customizable from your 
SuprAdministrateur Pack.

Safety driving software
This simulator can also be used by driving schools having 
developed a specific teaching skills with their trainees and 
their instructor by favouring a softer approach of the practical 
situation scenario.

Make driving apprenticeships directly on the simulator to 
remove the real driving apprehensions or to use the device 
during the educational meetings to illustrate the trainer speech 
towards the parents. The resources of such machine are very 
important for the establishments which acquire such tool.

The simulator allows to hold a driving situation to analyse it 
accurately. Thus, the trainee can have a better understanding 
and perceive more easily formal and informal indications 
having caused the situation.

This way of doing, REMC, puts back the trainee at the 
heart of its learning answering to WHY things happen.
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Meet competence 
4 requirements of the REMC:
«preventive driving» with the 
ROAD STAR software
The Road Star educational software opens 
a new era and revolutionizes the road risks 
training’s 
Road Star places the user in everyday situations. It allows to 
demonstrate how to drive in safety based on situations analysis and 
anticipation principles with the handlebar.
Road Star brings the best imagery in the professional 3D simulation 
sector. The behaviour of different participants, the tools and 
situations exhaustiveness make it a unique product. Make live driving 
experiences by acting directly on weather conditions, driver physical 
conditions or vehicle technical elements (Matrix HVE). Teach with 
a driving simulator, allows to master permanently the educational 
environments.

You wish your trainees become aware of the safe distances 
importance, involve them in the own distances behaviour 
according to their reaction time.
You wish to get them to think about a poor vehicle maintenance 
result, cause an underinflation of their tires during a braking at 80 
km/h!
Introduce them with the night driving and the risks linked to the 
lack of visibility individually or in under-group.
Lead your educational meetings on the speed effects thanks to the 
accidents situations reproduce on the simulator.
You are the master of your session, while involving the present 
people who have no more the feeling to be passive, but 
participants of their learnings.
Put in «favourites» your preferred scenarios.
With more than 5200 variants we suggest you to be able to 
memorise the scenarios which bring you most results.
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The Green-car educational software to raise 
awareness among eco-driving 
Approach the major eco-driving in a short time with your trainees.
It’s up to you to replace these new skills in a real driving to validate 
the knowledges.

During training at driving school   
Strengthening to critical situations education during 
driving in the approved establishments..

Some driving situations can be instructed on tracks or 
racing circuits to acquire certain automatisms or «make 
the experience» of critical situations as: braking in curves, 
braking without or with assistances …

The driving simulator allows to assist, to help and to mark 
the essential presence of the trainer next to the learner 
driver.
As part of a group session, it allows to install an observer 
behind the steering wheel and ask to the learner driver to 
take the trainer position to assist and guide in his turn the 
new learner.
It’s a modern shape of animation in meeting room, where 
we share a driving practice, we analyse it and we develop 
some experience based on all improvements intended to the 
decreasing of driving learner’s accidents (see MERIT report).
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Cover all the range of the REMC: 
the simulator proposes new
solutions!

Directing of autonomous driving situations 
with colleague’s presence
As a reminder, the young beginner drivers kill themselves mainly 
in the evening, by night, in the open countryside with a passenger 
(often of different sex), in bend… but learn to drive during daytime, 
in city, with an adult.

Learning conditions are simple and easy in the beginning of 
training but must become more complex and get closer to the 
reality at the end of training. It’s not possible to «test» the learner 
driver in real autonomy conditions in which he would drive with a 
friend by night...

With the driving simulator, we can get closer to these critical 
situations by causing them with role plays where passengers 
can even be friends who are unregistered in the driving school. 
This «sponsoring» will became an advantage in the training and 
in the social approach of the driving learning.
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Directing of supervised driving situations in 
meeting room
The preliminary appointment is an obligation for almost 190 000 
supervisors who get into the supervised driving every year. The 
success of this method consists by sharing the experience and 
knowledges.
The young person gives the new knowledges he has acquired at 
the driving school while the parent give him his situation’s vision by 
anticipation.
But we don’t become a learner supervisor without training. It is the 
role of these 190 000-preliminary appointments which take place 
every year.

With the driving simulator, we can live simple situations to learn 
how to well communicate with the driver learner, then to confront 
more complex driving situations in order to know how to react as a 
supervisor. The parent finds himself next to his apprentice children 
without dual controls.

What allows the simulator
• Concept of the empowerment and decision taking in the 

apprenticeship of automobile driving.
•  Interest of a supervised driving period to autonomy 

development.
• 	Benefits	of	the	autonomous	driving	trial	in	the
• apprenticeship.
• 	Specifics	 risks	 factors	 for	 the	 novice	 drivers,	 in	 particular	

linked to the youth characteristics, lack of experience and 
understanding	difficulties	of	driving	situations.



A driving simulator necessary involves a material part 
which makes up the driving station and a software part 
which insures the traffic environment in real time. The station 
equipment, with controls having same characteristics as 
those founded in a vehicle, allows a behavioural work entirely 
similar to the one which should be understand by the trainee.
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Gear lever

Handbraking


